Abstract. Nowadays, we can find several diseases related to the unhealthy diet habits of the population, such as diabetes, obesity, anemia, bulimia and anorexia. In many cases, these diseases are related to the food consumption of people. Mediterranean diet is scientifically known as a healthy diet that helps to prevent many metabolic diseases. In particular, our work focuses on the recognition of Mediterranean food and dishes. The development of this methodology would allow to analise the daily habits of users with wearable cameras, within the topic of lifelogging. By using automatic mechanisms we could build an objective tool for the analysis of the patient's behaviour, allowing specialists to discover unhealthy food patterns and understand the user's lifestyle.
INTRODUCTION
Technology that helps track health and fitness is on the rise, in particular, automatic food recognition is a hot topic for both, research and industry. People around us have at least 2 devices, such as tablets, computers, or phones, which are used daily to take pictures. These pictures are commonly related to food; people upload dishes to social networks such as Instagram, Facebook, Foodspotting or Twitter. They do it for several reasons, to share a dinner with a friend, to keep track of a healthy diet or to show their own recipes. This amount of pictures is really attractive for companies, who are already putting much effort to understand people's diet, in order to offer personal food assistance and get benefits.
Food and nutrition are directly related to health. Obesity, diabetes, anemia, and other diseases, are all closely related to food consumption. Looking at food habits, the Mediterranean diet is scientifically known as a healthy diet. For example, a growing number of scientific researches has been demonstrating that olive oil, operates a crucial role on the prevention of cardiovascular and tumoral diseases, being related with low mortality and morbidity in populations that tend to follow a Mediterranean diet [1] . Many doctors tell patients to write a diary of their diet, trying to make them aware of what they are eating. Usually people do not care too much about that, annotating all the meals often is getting boring. An alternative is to make the food diary by pictures with the phone, or even better, to take the pictures automatically with a small wearable camera. It can be very useful in order to analyse the daily habits of users with wearable cameras. It appears as an objective tool for the analysis of patient's behaviour, allowing specialists to discover unhealthy food patterns and understand user's lifestyle. However, automatic food recognition and analysis are still challenges to solve for the computer vision community.
Deep learning and more specifically, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are actually the technologies within the state-of-the-art for automatic food recognition. The GoogleNet [2] was responsible for setting the state of the art for classification and detection in the ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge in 2014 ILSVRC14 [3] . Another widely used model is VGG [4] , which secured the first and the second places also for the ImageNet ILSVRC14 competition [3] , in the localization and classification tasks respectively. One of the most popular food dataset is the Food-101 dataset [5] , containing 101 food categories, with 101.000 images. Another well known is the UEC FOOD 256 dataset [6] , which contains 256 types of food. Many researchers have been working with these datasets achieving very good results on food recognition [7] , or in both food localisation and recognition [8] [9] . Another food related classification task that we are interested in, is to classify food categories, e.g. we should be able to classify a paella picture into the category of rice. In our case, we will do it following a robust classification of Catalan diet proposed in the book El Corpus del patrimoni culinari català [10] . Other related works on that topic classify 85 food classes [11] or 50 dishes [12] . Hence, we construct our dataset from the Catalan cuisine as a good representative of the Mediterranean food.
In this paper we focus on developing automatic algorithms to recognize Catalan food using deep learning techniques. For this purpose we build a dataset and enlarge it with the public domain dataset Food-101. Our work is organized in three steps:
1. Build a dataset including healthy food: The current food datasets are built in order to achieve a good performance in the general challenge of recognizing pictures automatically. Our goal is to present a method for food recognition of extended dataset based on Catalan food, as it is scientifically supported as a healthy diet (see Fig. 1 for some examples). Therefore, we present a new dataset based on Catalan food, which we call FoodCAT. This dataset has been classified following two different approaches. On one side, the images have been classified based on dishes, and on the other side, in a more general food categories. As an example, our system will recognize a dish with chickpeas with spinach as the food class 'chickpeas with spinach', but also as food category 'Legumes'.
2. Recognize food dishes with Convolutional Neural Networks: We are interested in applying a Convolutional Neural Network to recognize the new built healthy dataset together with the dataset Food-101 [5] . We use pre-trained models over the large dataset ImageNet, such as GoogleNet [2] and the VGG [4] . Moreover, in order to recognize food categories, we compare the differences between fine-tuning a pre-trained model over all the layers, versus the same model trained only for the last fully-connected layer.
3. Improve the quality of the dataset and the recognition task with Super-Resolution: It has been proven that large image resolution improves recognition accuracy [13] . Therefore, we will base on a new method to increase the resolution of the images, based on a Convolutional Neural Network, known as Super-Resolution (SR) [14] . With that, our goal is to get a better performance in the image recognition task.
METHODOLOGY
The image classification problem is the task of assigning a label from a predefined set of categories to an input image. In order to tackle this task for the Catalan diet problem, we propose taking a data-driven approach. After collecting a dataset for the problem at hand, we are going to train a CNN for automatically learning the appearance of each class and classifying them.
The collected dataset, named FoodCAT, when compared to the most widely used dataset for food classification Food-101, presents a lower image resolution which, as we prove in our experiments, leads to a data bias and a lower performance when training a CNN on the combined datasets. In order to solve this problem, we must increase the resolution to at least 256x256 pixels, which is the usual input size to CNNs. Thus, we propose using the method known as Super-Resolution and consequently improve the accuracy in the food recognition task.
Model
In order to apply food classification, we propose using the GoogleNet architecture, which has proven to obtain very high performance in several classification tasks [7] [8] [15] .
We train the GoogleNet model using an image crop of 224x224x3 pixels as input. During training, in order to perform data augmentation, we extract random crops from the images after unifying their resolution to 256x256x3. During the testing procedure, we use the central image crop. The GoogleNet convolutional neural network architecture is a replication of the model described in the GoogleNet publication [2] . The network is 22 layers deep when counting only layers with parameters (or 27 layers if we also count pooling layers). As the authors explain in their paper [2] , two of the features that made this net so powerful are : Auxiliary classifiers connected to the intermediate layers:
which was thought to combat the vanishing gradient problem given the relatively large depth of the network. During training, their loss gets added to the total loss of the network with a discount weight. In practice, the auxiliary networks effect is relatively minor (around 0.5%) and it is required only one of them to achieve the same effect. Inception modules: the main idea for it is that in images, correlations tend to be local. Therefore, in each of the 9 modules, they use convolutions of dimension 1x1, 3x3, 5x5, and pooling layers of 3x3. Then, they put all outputs together as a concatenation. Note that to reduce the depth of the volume, convolutions 3x3 and 5x5 are performed after applying a 1x1 convolution with less filters, and pooling 3x3 is also followed by a convolution 1x1. This makes the model more efficient reducing the number of parameters in the net.
Super-Resolution
The image dimensions of FoodCAT dataset are on average smaller than 256x256. Motivated by the fact that larger images improve recognition accuracy [13] , we propose increasing the resolution with a state-of-the-art method instead of applying a common upsampling through bilinear interpolation. To increase the size of the images, we use the method called Super-Resolution [14] . In this paper, the authors propose a technique for obtaining a High-Resolution (HR) image from a Low-Resolution (LR) one. To this end, they use a Sparse Coding based Network (SCN) based on the Learned Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding Algorithm (LISTA) [16] . Notable improvements are achieved over the generic CNN model in terms of both recovery accuracy and human perception. The implementation is based on recurrent layers that merge linear adjacent ones, allowing to jointly optimize all the layer parameters from end to end. It is achieved by rewriting the activation function of the LISTA layers as follows: Fig. 2 shows the visual difference of a randomly chosen FoodCAT image compared to its SR version. In this example, the original image is 402x125, so the SR was applied with a factor of 3 to assure that both dimensions are bigger than 256.
RESULTS
In this section, we describe the datasets, metrics used for evaluating and comparing each model, and results for each of the image recognition tasks: dishes and food categories. 
Dataset
Our dataset, FoodCAT has two different labels for each image: Catalan dish, and Catalan food category. Although the total number of Catalan dishes of our datasets are 140, we selected only the set of classes with at least 100 images for our experiments, resulting in a total of 115 classes. Some examples of the available dishes are: sauteed beans, paella, strawberries with vinegar, cuttlefish with peas, roasted snails or beans with sausage. In addition, the images are also labeled in 12 general food categories. Table 1 shows a summary of the general statistics of the dataset, including the number of dishes and images that we have tagged for each food category. 
Implementation
There are several frameworks with high capabilities for working on the field of Deep Learning such as TensorFlow, Torch, Theano, Caffe, Neon, etc. We choose Caffe, because it tracks the state-of-the-art in both code and models and is fast for developing. We also decided to use it, because it has a large community giving support on the Caffe-users group and Github, uploading new pre-trained models that people can use for different purposes.
A competitive alternative of the GoogleNet model is the VGG-19, which we also use in our experiments. This net has 5 blocks of different depth convolutions (64, 128, 256, 512, and 512 consecutively) and 3 FC layers. The first 2 blocks contain 2 different convolutions each and the last 5 contain 4 different convolutions each. It has a total of 2 × 2 + 3 × 4 + 3 = 19 layers. All convolutions have a kernel size of 3x3 with a padding of 1 pixel, i.e. the spatial resolution is preserved after each convolution. Finally, after each convolutional block a max pooling is performed over a 2x2 pixel window with stride 2, i.e. reducing by a factor of 2 the spatial size after each block. As the VGG-19 paper [4] shows, small-size convolution filters are the key to outperform the GoogleNet in ILSVRC14 [3] in terms of the single-network classification accuracy.
Evaluation Metrics
Many metrics can be considered to measure the performance of a classification task. In the literature, mainly three methods are used: Accuracy Top-1 (AT1), Accuracy Top-5 (AT5), and the Confusion Matrix (CM). In real-world applications, usually the dataset contains unbalanced classes and the above measures can hide the misclassification of classes with fewer samples. Hence, we consider the Normalized Accuracy Top-1 (NAT1), that gives us the information of how good the classifier is no matter how many samples each class has. Let us define formally each metric.
Let N be the total number of classes with images to test, let N i be the number of images of the i-th class, and set n = N−1 i=0 N i , as the total number of images to test. Letŷ k i, j be the top-k predicted classes of the j-th image of the i-th class, and y i, j the corresponding true class. Let us also define 1 A : X → {0, 1} as the indicator function as follows:
Then, the definitions of the metrics are as follows:
Super Resolution application
For all FoodCAT images, we applied the SR method in order to make both image dimensions, width and height, bigger or equal to 256. In Fig. 3 , we show the behaviour of the SR algorithm applied on a Food-101 image. On the left, we show the original image (512x512) resized to the network's input 256x256, and on the right, we show the same image after resizing it to a smaller resolution than the network's input and applying the SR method for also obtaining a results of 256x256. Thus, we simulate the result of the SR procedure on FoodCAT images: first, improvement through SR and second, resizing to the network's input. We can see that, from a human perception perspective, applying the SR to a low resolution image does not affect the result. Also, when computing the histogram of both images (see Fig.  4 ), one can see that the difference between them is negligible.
Experimental Results
We need to test the performance of the convolutional neural network on both: dish and food category recognition. Dish recognition: One of the richest public domain datasets is the Food-101 dataset. Since there is small intersection of both datasets, we decided to combine the FoodCAT and the Food-101 dataset in order to build a joint classification model for several types of food. However, in this case we must deal with the differences in image resolution. In order to tackle this problem, we compared the classification on three different dataset configurations (see Fig. 5 ). a) Food-101+FoodCAT: in this experiment, we use the original images. While all pictures in Food-101 dataset have similar dimension (width or height) equal to 512, the pictures in FoodCAT have a huge diversity in resolutions and do not follow any pattern. On average, their resolution is below 256x256. b) Food-101 halved+FoodCAT: in this experiment, we decreased the resolution of all images in Food-101 to make them more alike FoodCAT.
c) Food-101+FoodCAT with SR: in this experiment, we increased the resolution of all images in FoodCAT with the SR technique. Therefore, augmenting the resolution allows to reach a higher fidelity than increasing it with a standard resizing method. Another of the problems, we have to deal with, when joining two different datasets is the unbalance of classes. Table 2 shows the number of images per learning phase either when using all images (top row) or a maximum of 500 images per class for balance (bottom row).
As a result, dish recognition is performed over FoodCAT and Food-101, having 115+101 classes to classify respectively. We study the network performance depending on image resolutions and balanced/unbalanced classes. The 6 different experiments are listed below, denoting GoogleNet as 'G' and VGG-19 'V': For all the experiments, we fine-tune our networks after pre-training them on the ImageNet dataset. Table 3 organises the results of all the 6 different experiments applied either on both datasets ('A, B') or on Food-CAT only ('B'). We set the best AT 1, AT 5, and NAT 1 in bold, for each of the tested datasets (Food-101+FoodCAT or FoodCAT). We can see that the best results for the dataset FoodCAT (columns 'B') are achieved by a CNN trained from the original dataset (without SR) with balanced classes (experiment 6). It shows the importance of the balanced classes to recognize, with similar accuracy, different datasets with a single CNN. Furthermore, the results of the test in both datasets together (columns 'A, B') are better, when we use all samples in both datasets during the training phase with the method SR applied for the FoodCAT. This CNN is the one used in experiment 1, and it also achieves the second best result for the AT 1 over the FoodCAT dataset, with a score of 50.02, just 0.57 less than the balanced datasets with VGG (experiment 6). Moreover, adding all scores for the accuracy AT 1 and AT 5, over the two tests 'A, B' and 'B', experiment 1 has the highest value of 289.44 followed by experiment 6 with value 288.09.
With all this data, we conclude that the best model is the GoogleNet trained from all samples of both datasets, with the SR method applied for FoodCAT, corresponding to experiment 1. Food categories recognition: The recognition of food categories is performed over the FoodCAT dataset by finetuning the GoogleNet CNN trained previously with the large dataset ImageNet. We study the network performance depending on if we train all layers or only the last one, the fully-connected layer. Table 4 shows the results obtained for this task. First, if we have a limited machine or limited time, we show that fine-tuning just the fully-connected layer over a model previously trained on a large dataset as ImageNet [17] , it can give a good enough performance. Training all layers, we achieve recognition of food categories over Catalan food with AT 1 = 72.29 and AT 5 = 97.07. Taking care of the difference of samples on each class, the normalized measure also gives a high performance, with NAT 1 = 65.06. Figure 6 shows the normalized Confusion Matrix for the GoogleNet model trained over all layers. It is not surprising that 'Desserts and sweets' is the category that the net can recognize better, as it is also the class with more samples in the dataset with 11.933 images, followed by 'Meats' with 7.373. We also must note that the classes with less samples in our dataset are 'Snails' and 'Mushrooms', but those specific classes can also be found in the ImageNet (the dataset used for the pre-trained model that we are using) that explains the good performance of the network on them. FIGURE 6 . Normalized CM of GoogleNet model trained over the all layers to recognize food categories.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the novel and challenging multi-labeled dataset related to the Catalan diet called FoodCAT. For the first kind of labels, the dataset is divided into 115 food classes with an average of 400 images per dish. For the second kind of labels, the dataset is divided into 12 food categories with an average of 3800 images per dish.
We explored the food classes recognition and found that the best model is obtained by fine-tuning the GoogleNet network on the datasets FoodCAT, after increasing the resolution with the Super-Resolution method and Food-101. This model achieves the highest accuracy top-1 with 68.07%, and top-5 with 89.53%, testing both datasets together, and top-1 with 50.02%, and top-5 with 81.82%, testing only FoodCAT. Regarding the food categories recognition, we achieved the highest accuracy top-1 with 72.29% and top-5 with 97.07%, after fine-tuning the GoogleNet model for all layers. Our next steps are to increase the dataset and explore other architectures of convolutional neural networks for food recognition.
